Glenwood Springs Municipal
Airport Listening Session
Meeting Boards - February 24, 2022

Start / Continue / Stop
As a community, what should we START doing or do more of
related to the airport or how we discuss the airport?

As a community, what should we STOP doing or do less of
related to the airport or how we discuss the airport?

As a community, what should CONTINUE doing
related to the airport or how we discuss the airport?

Other Feedback
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(nearly)

100 Years of Airport and South Bridge History

1930s

1970s

1996

1997

• The land that the Glenwood Springs Municipal
Airport is on was deeded to the City for the purpose
of an airport.

• Runway improvements were completed by the
Workers Progress Administration (WPA)

• DMJM South Bridge Alternatives Study

• Referendum to cease airport operations, which failed
on a vote of 2,106 to 723.

1999

2001

2002

2003

• Airport Layout Plan

• Referenda, three referenda, pertaining to the closure
of the Airport, sale of land and use of proceeds,
failed to obtain enough signatures to be placed on
the ballot.

• Coal Seam Fire

• City of Glenwood Springs Ad Hoc Airport Land
Committee Reports / Position Papers
• (Retain the Airport & Close the Airport)

2008-2013

2011

2019

2020

• South Bridge Environmental Assessment

• Comprehensive Plan Update Adopted
• identified the Glenwood Springs Airport for
potential redevelopment into a mixed-use
neighborhood

• South Bridge National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) process
• Airport Property Scenario Planning Study
• evaluated three potential land scenarios for the
airport site

• CDOT Colorado Aviation System Plan (CASP)
• (also completed in 2011)
• CDOT Colorado Aviation Economic Impact Study
(CEIS)
• (aka: Economic Impact Study for Colorado Airports
- also completed in 1996, 2003, 2008, 2013)
• South Bridge Finding of No Significant Impact
(FONSI)

2021

2022

• Citizen Petition
• Ballot Questions

• Vision Glenwood Comprehensive Plan Update
Process
• (Last updated in 2011)

Learn more: Use a smartphone camera to scan above QR Codes to view
linked documents. These linked documents can also be found at
www.cogs.us/airport.
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Airport in Context
• The Glenwood Springs Municipal Airport (KGWS) is a small general aviation, daylight airport located on approximately 60 acres of City-owned
land in southern Glenwood Springs.
• The Airport houses approximately 50-60 recreational and small business users. It is used as a location for flight training, fueling, storage,
corporate/business activities, and for emergency response and medical transport.
• Airport Services: Air Freight, Air Ambulance, Instruction, Aerial Survey, Aircraft Maintenance, 24-hour self-serve fuel.
• 39 Hangars
• 27 tie-downs (for storing planes outdoors)
• Fixed Base of Operations (FBO) responsible for providing services to the transient customers and local aircraft owners of KGWS.
• GWS has the shortest public-use primary runways in the entire Colorado Airport system.
• The Airport land and adjacent parcels include the following:
• Airport: City-owned and approximately 34 acres in size.
• Rodeo Grounds: City-owned and 7.5 acres in size.
• Boneyard: City-owned and approximately 5 acres in size. This is a storage site for the city, home to electrical utility equipment.
• Unused land: City-owned and approximately 18 acres in size. This land consists of steep slopes and riverbed, neither of which is developable.
• The Airport is not approved by the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) as part of its National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (“NPIAS”),
and therefore is ineligible for federal airport improvement program grants.
• It is estimated that the airport had approximately 3500 combined arrivals and departures in 2021.
Because of its short length and limited weight bearing capacity, the existing runway cannot accommodate larger commercial aircraft and corporate
jets. The runway cannot be lengthened due to topographical constraints, adjacent land uses, and the physical geometry of the Airport property.
RUNWAY DATA
The existing asphalt runway measures 3,305 feet in length by 50 feet in width and is reported to have a
single-wheel weight bearing capacity of 15,000 pounds. Because of its short length and limited weight bearing capacity, the existing runway cannot
accommodate larger commercial aircrafts and corporate jets. The runway cannot be lengthened due to topographical constraints, adjacent land uses,
and the physical geometry of the Airport property.
Runway 14 is preferred for departures (winds permitting), generally for travel north to south direction. For departures, planes are advised to stay left
over Highway 82 until leaving 7,000 for noise abatement. Runway 32 is preferred for arrivals, generally for travel in a south to north direction.
AIRPORT LAND USE CONSTRAINTS
• North
• Residential land use
• Airspace impacts (rapidly rising terrain across the river, to the north)
• Noise impacts on residential areas
• Terrain difference between potential expansion area and existing runway end.
• South
• Existing roadway access and the Roaring Fork River limit runway extensions or shift to the south
• East
• Roaring Fork River and Existing Residential limit runway shifts to the East
• West
• Airport Road and rising terrain limit runway shifts to the West
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Financial Summaries
Airport Revenues and Expenses

Existing Airport Layout

The Airport operates with an enterprise fund which raised funds by sales of gas, plane tie-downs, hangar leases and fees.
Expenditures are reviewed with the Airport Commission with recommendations from City staff. City Council is responsible for
approving the budget including expenditures for capital projects. Airport operations, maintenance and liability is the
responsibility of the City of Glenwood Springs. 2017-2021 Figures have been rounded to nearest $100.
2017 Actual

2018 Actual

2019 Actual

2020 Actual

Total Revenue

$153,600

$182,200

$197,900

$314,500

Expenses

($145,800)

($158,900)

(176,000)

(175,000)

$7,800

$23,300

$21,900

$139,500

($52,000)

($171,692)

$457,200

$482,205

$504,822

$644,265

$592,200

$220,541

Year Net
Profit (Loss)
End of Year
Cash Balance

Capital Project

2021 Actual

2022 Budget
$449,424
$191,900
• Potential for
Grants
$621,116
($244,000)
• Fueling station
• UNICOM and • Runway crack
fuel tank
seal and seal
maintenance
coat

ESTIMATED Budget

Radios/UNICOM and New Weather Station $85,000

Critiques of Financial Data
• Financial data and fiscal impacts to the City
treasury may not fully demonstrate “Economic”
benefits (jobs and income impacts to the local
economy; and “Spillover” benefits related to
neighborhood and community enhancement.
• Estimates of economic and spillover benefits
does not account for opportunity cost of the
use of this area as an airport.
• Revenue includes external grants which are
awarded at the discretion of external agencies.

Airport Hangar

Picnic/Camping Grounds Improvements
$20,000
(Grounds Conditions - Goat Heads)
Fuel Farm ‐ Jet A and 100 LL Above Ground $450,000
Tanks
New FBO
$2,500,000
Seal Coat runway/ New Painting and
Striping (every 3‐4 years)
New City Owned Hangers (8)

Notes
Complete, Installed
November 2021
Safety critical, planning to
complete 2023
In-Progress

$150,000 $300k each @ $250/sq. ft.
$2,400,000 @ $135k each

Covered and Powered Tie Downs (5) South $675,000
Side
Bobcat or Maintenance/Inspection vehicle $30,000
Power to all existing tie down areas

$50,000

Perimeter Fencing

$300,000

City Owned Courtesy Car

$45,000

ESTIMATED TOTAL

$6,705,000

Safety critical, planning to
complete 2023
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General Feedback
What have you observed about the airport? What are your insights about the airport’s function and role in our community?

Input, ideas, reactions, concerns, and hopes for TODAY’s airport operations
(infrastructure, management, amenities, services, activities, use, etc.)
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Airspace Study
The City of Glenwood Springs recently completed an Airspace Study for the Glenwood Springs Municipal Airport as part of research for the
South Bridge Project. This study was to investigate the concept of moving the airport runway north in order to eliminate the need for a
tunnel under the South Bridge project and keep approximately the same length of runway. The data acquired can be utilized to evaluate
both existing and future runway lengths/shifts. This data can be utilized as part of safety planning for the airport and could be integrated
into a broader Airport Layout Plan (master plan).

Key Findings

• The study found that it would be possible to move the runway 120 feet to the north with approximately the same runway length (3,232
feet). This would eliminate the cost of tunnel construction and ongoing tunnel maintenance costs.
• Runway length analysis notes that both the CDOT Aviation System Plan Objective and the FAA Runway Length Objective for GWS is
7,200 feet. The current runway length is 3,305 feet.
• For the scenario if the runway is shifted north, many obstructions to the conceptual airspace surfaces were identified, mostly trees and
some buildings. Although additional analysis has not yet been done, the current geometry of the runway indicates that there are an
even greater number of obstructions in the existing airspace surfaces. Regardless of if the runway stays in the same location or is
shifted north, obstructions will need to be removed or mitigated.
• To ensure safety compliance for today’s airport operations with the runway in its current placement, the obstructions will need to be
removed. Failure to mitigate impacts the safety of the airport and could impact the ability for the airport to receive grant funds to
support maintenance and operations.
Based and Emergency Aircraft (A/C) – Runway
Length Required

Obstructions Details
♦ What is considered an obstruction?
An obstruction is an item that protrudes into airspace, potentially creating safety
hazards for airplanes. The aerial survey and obstruction analysis looked at the
conceptual airspace surfaces as defined by the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA). Overall, the study indicates that there are 486 obstructions that penetrate
the aviation surfaces for Runway 14 (approaches and takeoffs from the north
end) and 353 obstructions that affect the aviation surfaces for Runway 32 on the
south end.
The vast majority of these obstructions are trees, but there are some buildings
that are also within the aviation surfaces, which can be mitigated with new
lighting. Custom Obstruction Data Reports including location, height, distance
above each obstructed surface were identified along with the associated land
parcel data.
♦ What do the findings of the study mean for affected property owners?
The City would like to work with local landowners whose properties contain
obstructions to develop a plan to remove or mitigate the obstructions to improve
airport safety. If the runway remains in its existing location at its current length,
the City will need to refine the study data to confirm likely additional
obstructions in the airspaces.

 Learn more: View additional questions and
answers about the Airspace Study.

♦ What is the timeline? When will we know the extent of the impacts?
Please note that we’re at the beginning of this process and that there are some
variables that are still in the air that could affect the scope of impact including if
the runway moves or not. Assuming the runway is not moved, the City staff is
making plans to begin removing obstructions on City property beginning in 2023
followed by obstructions on private property.
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Immediate Airport Safety & Operational Considerations
CRITICAL SAFETY ISSUES
UNICOM & AWOS (Complete)
• Needed for issuing NOTAMS
• Antiquated system that broke down
regularly was replaced in 2021.
• Cost: $85,000
Jet A / Above Ground Tanks (In-Progress)
• Privately owned non-mobile trailer on
private property
• Adjacent to vegetation (lawn)
• Close proximity, hose extended to
adjacent residential housing
• Cost: $450,000
Grounds Conditions - Goat Heads
• Getting picked up along taxi-way,
causing flat tires, landing safety
• Abrupt grade changes – tipping hazard,
plowing and mowing issues
• Estimated Cost: $20,000
Perimeter Fencing
• Strikes- Raptor Birds, Mammals, Human
Trespassing
• Estimated Cost: $300,000

Status Updates

Having a municipal airport means that the City of Glenwood
Springs wants it to operate safely. This means that any significant
safety issues should be dealt with as soon as possible. Staying
current on maintenance issues also protects the airport’s revenue
streams and opportunities for income. The City refers to FAA and
state guidelines when reviewing safety compliance and best
practices.
The City of Glenwood Springs has made a number of
improvements in recent months (including a new UNICOM system
and addressing Jet A Fuel Tanks) and continues to work with the
Airport Commission to budget and plan for other improvements.

Airspace Study Findings

To ensure safety compliance for today’s airport operations with
the runway in its current placement, the obstructions will need to
be removed. Failure to mitigate impacts the safety of the airport
and could impact the ability for the airport to receive grant funds
to support maintenance and operations.

Minimum Standards (In-progress)
• The minimum standards are the rules and regulations that the
City will be putting in place for the Airport to manage safety
and basic operations.

Airport Layout Plan
The Airport Layout Plan (ALP) is similar to master plan and serves
as a critical planning tool that depicts both existing facilities and
planned development for an airport. The last ALP for GWS was
completed in 1999. If the City were to pursue an updated ALP, it
would be used to determine what would be required to develop
more hangars, tie-down areas, and/or add taxiway. An Expanded
Aviation Land Use Scenario was developed as part of the 2019
Airport Scenario Planning Study.

 Learn more: View the full 2020 CDOT Colorado Aviation System Plan and
Economic Impact Study for the Glenwood Springs Municipal Airport.
Or visit www.ColoradoAviationSystem.com.
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South Bridge Status
TIMELINE

Project construction is planned to begin by 2025. The general timeframes for next steps for this project are listed below:
• Final design for funded phases – approximately 8 months to 1 year
• Environmental Assessment (EA) Re-evaluation Process
• Right-of-way (ROW) acquisition for funded phases – approximately 1 to 2 years
• Project construction – 2+ years depending on funding and project phasing

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT (EA) RE-EVALUATION PROCESS

Staff is currently working to review minor issues identified in the South Bridge Environmental Assessment. Once the City
has a signed re-evaluation, staff will begin the right-of-way acquisition process.

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE (Runway in Current Location & Tunnel for South Bridge)

The Preferred Alternative for the South Bridge project, identified in the 2013 Environmental Assessment, assumes an
operating airport and, therefore, includes a proposed tunnel under the airport runway which maintains the aviation use.
Likely would require temporary closure of the airport during South Bridge construction.
If City Council or the public have a different decision regarding the airport in the future, the proposed tunnel could
change depending on that decision and timing of tunnel construction.
Preferred Alternative Artistic Rendering

FUNDING

• Construction of the South Bridge
project is currently estimated at
$58.1 million.
• The City of Glenwood Springs has
reserved $20 million in bonding
capacity from the A&I Fund.
• Roaring Fork Transportation Authority
(RFTA) has committed $4 million in
Destination 2040 funds for right of
way acquisition.
• Senator John Hickenlooper has
committed to a $1 million
congressional earmark in the fiscal
year 2022 federal appropriations bills.
• Approximately $38 million in
commitments are still needed in
order to construct this critical
infrastructure (including project cost
increases to a 2023/2024
construction cycle)

Item

Estimated Cost

South Bridge Construction Costs*
Bridge Structure (over Roaring Fork River)
Tunnel Under Airport Runway (cut-and-cover)
Airport Road Improvements
Holy Cross and Lazy H/11 Crossing
CO 82 Improvements
ROW Acquisition, Construction Management, Utilities

$17 million
$5 million
$3 million
$3.1 million
$17 million
$13 million

Total Estimated Costs

$58.1 million

* Construction costs include contingency. ** Costs rounded to nearest tenth of a million
Does the project have to tunnel under the airport? Why can’t the road go around the
south end of the airport instead to lower project costs?
The extensive alternatives analysis process conducted for the Environmental Assessment
determined that the crossing location of the Preferred Alternative 10b was the optimal
location for the South Bridge crossing to minimize impacts to environmental resources and
adjacent landowners. The new road alignment would cross under the airport.

Learn more: www.cogs.us/SouthBridge 
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Weighing Options
Runway in Current Location

(Current Preferred Alternative Design; Maintains Existing
Runway Length; Includes Tunnel for South Bridge)

Runway Shifts North

Shorten Runway

Eliminate Runway

(Runway Length Shortened by 43 feet; No Tunnel for
South Bridge)

(Runway Length Shortened by 240 feet; Helicopter Pad
Maintained, No Tunnel for South Bridge)

Advantages:
• Nearing 100% design
• Runway and hangar access remains the same.
• Maintains opportunity for some expanded aviation
use like additional hangar space or other airport
projects.
• Airport remains open for commercial business and
recreational use; Can still accommodate some fixedwing aircraft
• Accommodates fixed-wing flights for air medical
transportation or fire/natural disaster response
operations

Advantages:
• Eliminates cost of tunnel construction and ongoing
tunnel maintenance costs
• Fewer obstructions (per Airspace Study) would need
removed or mitigated than if the runway stays in its
existing location
• Airport remains open for commercial business and
recreational use; Can still accommodate some fixedwing aircraft
• Accommodates helicopters and fixed-wing flights for
air medical transportation or fire/natural disaster
response operations (favorable weather conditions)

Advantages:
• Airport remains open for commercial business and
recreational use; Can still accommodate some fixedwing aircraft
• Eliminates cost of tunnel construction and ongoing
tunnel maintenance costs
• Accommodates helicopters and fixed-wing flights for
air medical transportation or fire/natural disaster
response operations (favorable weather conditions)

Disadvantages:
• Cost to construct tunnel under airport runway and
ongoing tunnel maintenance costs
• Airport closure during South Bridge construction,
displacement for maintenance shop and affected
hangars during closure
• If the runway remains in exiting location, more
obstructions (per Airspace Study) would need
removed or mitigated than if runway were shifted
north

Disadvantages:
• Airport is moved 120 feet closer to residential
neighborhood.
• The runway is already short. A 43-foot reduction in
length would make an already challenging takeoff and
landing less safe and more technically difficult.
• Reduces or eliminates hangar access - Shortening
from south makes maintenance shop, 5 tie-downs and
10 hangars inaccessible
• Terrain difference between potential expansion area
and existing runway end
• Design would be required

Disadvantages:
Disadvantages:
• The runway is already short. A 240-foot reduction in • Opens potential for alternative land uses. There are
no plans for the Airport area beyond use as an airport,
length would make an already challenging takeoff and
but alternative uses may include light industrial space,
landing less safe and more technically difficult
and/or open space and park/recreation, and/or
Increases difficulty for some airplanes
• Reduces or eliminates hangar access - Shortening
housing. Would require follow up public process.
from south makes maintenance shop, 5 tie-downs and • Loss of economic, community and social benefits
10 hangars inaccessible
related to fixed-wing aviation activities including
• Design would be required
employment, income and output
• Loss of nationally-utilized educational benefits related
to flight training due to unique technical qualities of
KGWS
• Impacts to displaced commercial business
• Highly controversial option and intense community
concern regarding growth
• Potential impacts to other area uses like equipment
and material storage

(Helicopter Pad Maintained, No Tunnel for South Bridge)
Advantages:
• Eliminates cost of tunnel construction and ongoing
tunnel maintenance costs
• Opens potential for funding for South Bridge project
which could help expedite construction timeline and
open this vital evacuation route sooner.
• Opens potential for alternative land uses. There are
no plans for the Airport area beyond use as an airport,
but opportunities may include light industrial space,
and/or open space and park/recreation, and/or
housing. Would require follow up public process.
• Opens potential for wider audience of City residents
directly served by this area and potential for more
economically viable/productive utilization
• Could still serve as a helipad and refueling station for
firefighting efforts and medical transport for area
hospitals.

Lengthen Runway

(Includes Tunnel for South Bridge; Runway Length
Extended North by 120 feet)
Advantages:
• Airport remains open for commercial business and
recreational use; Opens opportunity for some
additional fixed-wing aviation
• Makes flight into KGWS safer with longer runway
• Maintains existing runway and hangar access
• Maintains opportunity for some expanded aviation
use like additional hangar space or other airport
projects.
• Accommodates fixed-wing flights for air medical
transportation or fire/natural disaster response
operations

Disadvantages:
• This is the most expensive option.
• Airport is moved 120 feet closer to residential
neighborhood.
• Cost to construct tunnel under airport runway and
ongoing tunnel maintenance costs
• Airport closure during South Bridge construction,
displacement for maintenance shop and affected
hangars during closure
• Design would be required

What are your concerns and priorities regarding the relationship between the airport and South Bridge?
Please list the top issues, priorities, or concerns that City Council should consider.
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Runway in Current Location & Tunnel for South Bridge
(Current Preferred Alternative Design; Maintains Existing Runway Length;
Includes Tunnel for South Bridge)

Advantages:
• Nearing 100% design
• Runway and hangar access remains the same.
• Maintains opportunity for some expanded aviation use like
additional hangar space or other airport projects.
• Airport remains open for commercial business and recreational
use; Can still accommodate some fixed-wing aircraft
• Accommodates fixed-wing flights for air medical transportation
or fire/natural disaster response operations

Disadvantages:
• Cost to construct tunnel under airport runway and ongoing
tunnel maintenance costs
• Airport closure during South Bridge construction, displacement
for maintenance shop and affected hangars during closure
• If the runway remains in exiting location, more obstructions
(per Airspace Study) would need removed or mitigated than if
runway were shifted north

Item

What would it mean for the City to keep the runway where
it is today and have a tunnel for South Bridge?

Estimated
Cost

South Bridge Construction Costs*
Bridge Structure (over Roaring Fork River)
Tunnel Under Airport Runway (cut-and-cover)
Airport Road Improvements
Holy Cross and Lazy H/11 Crossing
CO 82 Improvements
Right-of-Way Acquisition, Construction
Management, Utilities

$17 million
$5 million
$3 million
$3.1 million
$17 million
$13 million

Total Estimated Costs

$58.1 million

* Construction costs include contingency.
** Costs rounded to nearest tenth of a million

Other Estimated Cost Considerations
Tunnel Insulation & Design*
$300,000**
*Staff recommendation will be to not insulate the tunnel.
Ongoing tunnel maintenance costs
$50,000 per year
De-Icing/Monitoring for Tunnel
$20,000 per year
**The cost to move maintenance shop has not been estimated and has not been included.

Learn more: www.cogs.us/SouthBridge 
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Runway Shifts North
(Runway Length Shortened by 43 feet; No Tunnel for South Bridge)
Advantages:
• Eliminates cost of tunnel construction and ongoing tunnel
maintenance costs
• Fewer obstructions (per Airspace Study) would need removed or
mitigated than if the runway stays in its existing location
• Airport remains open for commercial business and recreational
use; Can still accommodate some fixed-wing aircraft
• Accommodates helicopters and fixed-wing flights for air medical
transportation or fire/natural disaster response operations
(favorable weather conditions)

Estimated Cost Considerations
Construction and Design Estimate
South Bridge Environmental Analysis reevaluation, Sound Analysis

Disadvantages:
• Airport is moved 120 feet closer to residential neighborhood.
• The runway is already short. A 43-foot reduction in length would
make an already challenging takeoff and landing less safe and
more technically difficult.
• Reduces or eliminates hangar access - Shortening from south
makes maintenance shop, 5 tie-downs and 10 hangars
inaccessible
• Terrain difference between potential expansion area and
existing runway end
• Design would be required

What would it mean for the City to move the runway to
north (no tunnel for South Bridge)?

$483,000*
No estimated cost available at this time.

*The cost to move maintenance shop and affected hangars has not been estimated and has not been included.

The “runway shifts north” scenario is the configuration
that the recently completed Airspace Study analyzed.
In this scenario, the current runway length (3,305 feet)
is shortened by 43 feet to 3,262 feet and is shifted
approximately 120 feet to the north.
The Airspace Study found that it would be possible to
move the runway north, thus eliminating the need for
a tunnel. This would eliminate the cost of construction
of the South Bridge tunnel and its future maintenance.
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Shorten Runway
(Runway Length Shortened by 240 feet; Helicopter Pad Maintained, No Tunnel for South Bridge)

Advantages:
Disadvantages:
• Airport remains open for commercial business and recreational • The runway is already short. A 240-foot reduction in length
would make an already challenging takeoff and landing less safe
use; Can still accommodate some fixed-wing aircraft
and more technically difficult Increases difficulty for some
• Eliminates cost of tunnel construction and ongoing tunnel
airplanes
maintenance costs
• Reduces or eliminates hangar access - Shortening from south
• Accommodates helicopters and fixed-wing flights for air
makes maintenance shop, 5 tie-downs and 10 hangars
medical transportation or fire/natural disaster response
inaccessible
operations (favorable weather conditions)
• Design would be required

What would it mean for the City to shorten the runway
(no tunnel for South Bridge)?

A Note About Altitude Density
It takes more length to safely takeoff depending on the altitude density. Longer runway lengths are needed as it gets hotter because on
a hot day, the aircraft will accelerate more slowly down the runway, will need to move faster to attain the same lift, and will climb more
slowly. As temperature and altitude increase, air density decreases. As is, KGWS has the shortest runway in Colorado.
Estimated Cost Considerations
Estimated design and construction costs to alter the runway
$352,000*
*The cost to move maintenance shop and affected hangars has not been estimated and has not been included.
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Eliminate Runway
(Helicopter Pad Maintained, No Tunnel for South Bridge)

Advantages:
• Eliminates cost of tunnel construction and ongoing tunnel maintenance costs
• Opens potential for funding for South Bridge project which could help expedite construction timeline and
open this vital evacuation route sooner.
• Opens potential for alternative land uses. There are no plans for the Airport area beyond use as an
airport, but opportunities may include light industrial space, and/or open space and park/recreation,
and/or housing. Would require follow up public process.
• Opens potential for wider audience of City residents directly served by this area and potential for more
economically viable/productive utilization
• Could still serve as a helipad and refueling station for firefighting efforts and medical transport for area
hospitals.

Disadvantages:
• Opens potential for alternative land uses. There are no plans for the Airport area beyond use as an
airport, but alternative uses may include light industrial space, and/or open space and park/recreation,
and/or housing. Would require follow up public process.
• Loss of economic, community and social benefits related to fixed-wing aviation activities including
employment, income and output
• Loss of nationally-utilized educational benefits related to flight training due to unique technical qualities
of KGWS
• Impacts to displaced commercial business
• Highly controversial option and intense community concern regarding growth
• Potential impacts to other area uses like equipment and material storage

What would it mean for the City to eliminate the
runway (helicopter pad is maintained) and consider
other opportunities with community input?
What might you envision for this area?
Related Information:
• The 2019 Airport Scenario Planning study investigated
land use scenarios for expanded aviation, a mixed-use
or residential village.
Scan QR Code to view the
2019 Airport Scenario Planning study. 
• The 2018 Economic Development Strategy identifies
utilizing all or a portion Airport site as being an
opportunity for an economically more productive use
as a business and light industrial business park.
Scan QR Code to view the
2018 Economic Development Strategy. 
Estimated Cost Considerations
Loss of direct and indirect economic impacts The status-quo activity associated with the existing Airport use is estimated to support a
of Existing Airport including Employment,
total of 44 direct and indirect jobs with associated annual income of approximately $2.0
Income and Output
million. The total direct and indirect output impact is estimated at approximately $8.1
million within the Garfield County economy. – See table above of annual Economic
Impacts on Garfield County from 2019 Airport Scenario Planning Study.
Land Development Cost Estimates

The 2019 Airport Scenario Planning Study includes estimates for three scenarios:
Expanded Aviation, Mixed-Use Village and Residential Village.
The cost to move maintenance shop has not been estimated and has not been included.
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Lengthen Runway
(Includes Tunnel for South Bridge; Runway Length Extended North by 120 feet)

Advantages:
• Airport remains open for commercial business and recreational
use; Opens opportunity for some additional fixed-wing aviation
• Makes flight into KGWS safer with longer runway
• Maintains existing runway and hangar access
• Maintains opportunity for some expanded aviation use like
additional hangar space or other airport projects.
• Accommodates fixed-wing flights for air medical transportation
or fire/natural disaster response operations
Estimated Cost Considerations
Construction and Design Estimate
South Bridge Environmental Analysis reevaluation, Sound Analysis

Disadvantages:
• This is the most expensive option.
• Airport is moved 120 feet closer to residential neighborhood.
• Cost to construct tunnel under airport runway and ongoing
tunnel maintenance costs
• Airport closure during South Bridge construction, displacement
for maintenance shop and affected hangars during closure
• Design would be required

What would it mean for the City to lengthen the runway /
expand aviation and consider other related opportunities
with community input?

$500,000
No estimated cost available at this time.

South Bridge Tunnel
Tunnel Under Airport Runway (cut-and-cover)
Tunnel Insulation & Design*
*Staff recommendation will be to not insulate the tunnel.
Ongoing tunnel maintenance costs

$5 million
$300,000

De-Icing/Monitoring for Tunnel

$20,000 per year

$50,000 per year

Why Extend North? – Airport Land Use Constraints
• North
• Residential land use
• Airspace impacts (rapidly rising terrain across the river, to the north)
• Noise impacts on residential areas
• Terrain difference between potential expansion area and existing runway end.
• South
• Existing roadway access and the Roaring Fork River limit runway extensions or shift to the south
• East
• Roaring Fork River and Existing Residential limit runway shifts to the East
• West
• Airport Road and rising terrain limit runway shifts to the West

Related Information: The 2019 Airport Scenario Planning study investigated land use scenarios for expanded aviation, a mixeduse or residential village. This analysis did not look at extending the runway north, but did use public and airport user feedback
to develop an idea around expanded aviation activity and hangar space capacity.
Scan QR Code to view the 2019 Airport Scenario Planning study. 
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Anything Else?
Please share any other input, ideas, reactions, concerns, or hopes for the future of the airport / South Bridge area.

Need more time or writing space?

Submit comments, questions, concerns, ideas and more to AirportComments@cogs.us.
Or contact City Council anytime at CityCouncil@cogs.us.
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